
Geomove project main survey data structure

Nr Field name Data type Possible values For user profile
(student/school

personnel)

Mandatory Description

1 gid Integer Both Computed field Numerical identifier unique for each 
answer.

2 geomove_colegio_
gid

Integer Both Computed field The numerical identifier of the school this
answer belongs to.

3 timestamp Date/Time Both Computed field The date and time the answer was 
submitted by the user.

4 id_encuestado Option from 
list

 Student answering 
from home by 
themselves.
 Student answering 
from home with help 
from another person.
 Student answering 
from the school.
 School personnel.

Both Yes Answering person’s profile (student or 
school personnel), and whether they are 
answering the school or from home, with 
or without help from another person.

5 sexo Option from 
list

Male
 Female

Both Yes The gender of the answering person.

6 edad Integer Both Yes The age of the answering person.

7 altura Option from 
list

 Shorter than 135 cm.
 135cm or more.

Student Yes Whether the person is taller than 135 cm.

8 curso Option from 
list

Child education.
 1st year primary 
education
 2nd year primary 
education
 3rd year primary 
education
 4th year primary 
education
 5th year primary 
education

Student Yes The school year the student is currently 
on.



 6th year primary 
education
 1st year secondary 
education
 2nd year secondary 
education
 3rd year secondary 
education
 4th year secondary 
education
High school
Vocational training
Other

9 curso_other Text Student Only if they chose 
“Other” in previous 
question

Text with name/description of the school 
year the student is currently on.

10 home_geom Geometry 
(point)

Both Yes Location (coordinates) of the answering 
person’s home.

11 como_sueles_ir_co
che

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person uses a 
private car when commuting to the 
school.

12 como_sueles_ir_co
che_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Both No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

13 como_sueles_ir_bi
ci

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person uses a 
bicycle when commuting to the school.

14 como_sueles_ir_bi
ci_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Both No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

15 como_sueles_ir_an
dando

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person commutes 
to the school on foot.

16 como_sueles_ir_an
dando_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Both No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

17 como_sueles_ir_bu Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person uses a 



s_publ public bus when commuting to the 
school.

18 como_sueles_ir_bu
s_publ_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Both No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

19 como_sueles_ir_bu
s_escol

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person uses a 
school bus when commuting to the 
school.

20 como_sueles_ir_bu
s_escol_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Both No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

21 como_sueles_ir_m
oto

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person uses a 
motorbike when commuting to the 
school.

22 como_sueles_ir_m
oto_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Both No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

23 como_sueles_ir_m
etro

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person uses a 
subway or train when commuting to the 
school.

24 como_sueles_ir_m
etro_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Both No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

25 como_sueles_ir_ot
her

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person uses a 
different transport method when 
commuting to the school.

26 como_sueles_ir_ot
her_text

Text Both Only when they chose 
“Yes” in previous  
field

Text describing the transport method used
by the person when commuting to school.

27 como_sueles_ir_ot
her_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Both No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

28 quien_acompana_s
olo

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person commutes 
by themselves to the school.

29 quien_acompana_s Option from Always. Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 



olo_frec list Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

30 quien_acompana_
madre_padre

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompanied by their parent(s) when 
commuting to the school.

31 quien_acompana_
madre_padre_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

32 quien_acompana_a
buelo

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompanied by their grandparent(s) 
when commuting to the school.

33 quien_acompana_a
buelo_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

34 quien_acompana_c
uidador

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompanied by a caretaker when 
commuting to the school.

35 quien_acompana_c
uidador_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

36 quien_acompana_a
migo

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompanied by their friend(s) when 
commuting to the school.

37 quien_acompana_a
migo_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

38 quien_acompana_h
ermano_myr

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompanied by their older sibling(s) 
when commuting to the school.

39 quien_acompana_h
ermano_myr_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

40 quien_acompana_h
ermano_mnr

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompanied by their younger sibling(s) 
when commuting to the school.



41 quien_acompana_h
ermano_mnr_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

42 quien_acompana_o
tro_familiar

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompabied by a different relative when 
commuting to the school.

43 quien_acompana_o
tro_familiar_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

44 quien_acompana_o
ther

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompanied by a different person when 
commuting to the school.

45 quien_acompana_o
ther_text

Text Student Only when they chose 
“Yes” in previous field

Text describing the person that 
accompanied them when commuting to 
the school.

46 quien_acompana_o
ther_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

47 hora_salir_casa Time Both Yes At what time they left home today (or last
school day) when commuting to school.

48 hora_llegar_cole Time Both Yes At what time they arrived to school today 
(or last school day).

49 modo_transporte_
mayor_parte

Option from 
list

Car
Bicycle
 Public bus
 School bus
Walking
Motorbike
 Subway / train
Other transport 
method

Both Yes What transport method they used today 
(or last school day) for most of the 
commuting distance.

50 modo_transporte_
mayor_parte_other

Text Both Only when they chose 
“Other transport 
method” for previous 
field

Text describing the transport method used
by the person when commuting to school.



51 modo_transporte_
mayor_parte_comp
character varying,

Option from 
list

 Stopped at a specific 
street area designated 
for the school.
 Stopped at a street 
close to the school.
 Stopped at a parking 
lot.
 Stopped at the school
grounds.
 Stopped by double 
parking.
 Stopped on the 
sideways.
 Stopped briefly on 
the roadway. 

Both No Describes how the transport method 
behaved when stopping so the person 
could get out, when answering “Car”, 
“Motorbike”, “Bicycle”, “Public bus” or 
“School bus” in field nr 49.

52 route_geom Geometry 
(line)

Both No Approximate route (sequence of 
coordinates) followed when commuting 
from home to school.

53 como_es_recorrido
_agradable

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
pleasant.

54 como_es_recorrido
_agradable_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

55 como_es_recorrido
_mucho_trafico

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to have too much traffic.

56 como_es_recorrido
_mucho_trafico_int
ens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

57 como_es_recorrido
_cruces_peligr

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to be dangerous because of traffic or 
intersections.

58 como_es_recorrido
_cruces_peligr_inte

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.



ns A little.

59 como_es_recorrido
_coches_rapidos

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to usually have speeding vehicles.

60 como_es_recorrido
_coches_rapidos_in
tens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

61 como_es_recorrido
_zonas_solit

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to be too lonely.

62 como_es_recorrido
_zonas_solit_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

63 como_es_recorrido
_falta_ilum

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to lack proper lighting

64 como_es_recorrido
_falta_ilum_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

65 como_es_recorrido
_salidas_garajes

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to have too many parking entrances.

66 como_es_recorrido
_salidas_garajes_in
tens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

67 como_es_recorrido
_falta_limpieza

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to be unclean.

68 como_es_recorrido
_falta_limpieza_int
ens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

69 como_es_recorrido
_coches_mal_aparc

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to have too many vehicles parked in 
unsafe or annoying places.



70 como_es_recorrido
_coches_mal_aparc
_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

71 como_es_recorrido
_insegur

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to be unsafe in terms of aggresions or 
robbery.

72 como_es_recorrido
_insegur_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

73 como_es_recorrido
_transp_publ_malo

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to lack a good public transport system.

74 como_es_recorrido
_transp_publ_malo
_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

75 como_es_recorrido
_dificil_aparc

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to lack enough parking spots.

76 como_es_recorrido
_dificil_aparc_inte
ns

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

77 como_es_recorrido
_other1

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to have a different type of problem.

78 como_es_recorrido
_other1_text

Text Both Only when they chose 
“Yes” in previous  
field

Text describing the problem that the route
used when commuting to school has. 

79 como_es_recorrido
_other1_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of field nr 77 question’s answer, 
when answering “Yes” to it.

80 como_es_recorrido
_other2

Both Whether the answering person considers 
the route used when commuting to school
to have another different type of problem.

81 como_es_recorrido Text Both Only when they chose Text describing the problem that the route



_other2_text “Yes” in previous  
field

used when commuting to school has. 

82 como_es_recorrido
_other2_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of field nr 80 question’s answer, 
when answering “Yes” to it.

83 recorrido_tiene_ace
ras_amplias

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has wide sidewalks.

84 recorrido_tiene_ace
ras_amplias_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

85 recorrido_tiene_pas
os_adecuados

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has properly placed crosswalks.

86 recorrido_tiene_pas
os_adecuados_inte
ns

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

87 recorrido_tiene_bor
dill_rebaj

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has lowered curbs.

88 recorrido_tiene_bor
dill_rebaj_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

89 recorrido_tiene_pas
os_elevados

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has overpasses.

90 recorrido_tiene_pas
os_elevados_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

91 recorrido_tiene_se
maf_cruces

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has traffic lights.

92 recorrido_tiene_se
maf_cruces_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

93 recorrido_tiene_cal
les_peaton

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has pedestrian streets.

94 recorrido_tiene_cal
les_peaton_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.



A little.

95 recorrido_tiene_zo
nas_verdes

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has green areas.

96 recorrido_tiene_zo
nas_verdes_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

97 recorrido_tiene_cal
zada_mal_estado

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has roadwalks in bad state.

98 recorrido_tiene_cal
zada_mal_estado_i
ntens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

99 recorrido_tiene_car
ret_sin_acera

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has roads with no sidewalks.

100 recorrido_tiene_car
ret_sin_acera_inten
s

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

101 recorrido_tiene_ace
ra_mal_estado

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has sidewalks in bad state.

102 recorrido_tiene_ace
ra_mal_estado_inte
ns

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

103 recorrido_tiene_ma
rquesinas

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has marquees at bus stops.

104 recorrido_tiene_ma
rquesinas_intens 

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

105 recorrido_tiene_cal
le_sin_acera

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the route used when commuting 
to school has streets with either no 
sidewalks or unusable ones.

106 recorrido_tiene_cal
le_sin_acera_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

107 como_mejorar_rec
orrido

Text Both Yes Text describing how the person 
answering the survey would improve the 



route they use when commuting to 
school.

108 troublesome_place
1_geom

Geometry 
(point)

Both No Location (coordinates) the person 
answering the survey considers to be a 
troublesome spot in the route they use 
when commuting to school.

109 troublesome_place
1_description

Text Both No Text describing the troublesome spot 
defined in previous question’s answer.

110 troublesome_place
1_type

Option from 
list

 Traffic crossing.
 Traffic light.
 Sidewalk.
 Traffic.
Other.

Both Yes, when the 
troublesome spot was 
defined in field nr 108

Type of the troublesome spot defined in 
field nr 108.

111 troublesome_place
2_geom

Geometry 
(point)

Both No Location (coordinates) the person 
answering the survey considers to be a 
troublesome spot in the route they use 
when commuting to school.

112 troublesome_place
2_description

Text Both No Text describing the troublesome spot 
defined in previous question’s answer.

113 troublesome_place
2_type

Option from 
list

 Traffic crossing.
 Traffic light.
 Sidewalk.
 Traffic.
Other.

Both Yes, when the 
troublesome spot was 
defined in field nr 108

Type of the troublesome spot defined in 
field nr 111.

114 troublesome_place
3_geom

Geometry 
(point)

Both No Location (coordinates) the person 
answering the survey considers to be a 
troublesome spot in the route they use 
when commuting to school.

115 troublesome_place
3_description

Text Both No Text describing the troublesome spot 
defined in previous question’s answer.

116 troublesome_place
3_type

Option from 
list

 Traffic crossing.
 Traffic light.
 Sidewalk.
 Traffic.
Other.

Both Yes, when the 
troublesome spot was 
defined in field nr 108

Type of the troublesome spot defined in 
field nr 114.



117 troublesome_place
4_geom

Geometry 
(point)

Both No Location (coordinates) the person 
answering the survey considers to be a 
troublesome spot in the route they use 
when commuting to school.

118 troublesome_place
4_description

Text Both No Text describing the troublesome spot 
defined in previous question’s answer.

119 troublesome_place
4_type

Option from 
list

 Traffic crossing.
 Traffic light.
 Sidewalk.
 Traffic.
Other.

Both Yes, when the 
troublesome spot was 
defined in field nr 108

Type of the troublesome spot defined in 
field nr 117.

120 troublesome_place
5_geom

Geometry 
(point)

Both No Location (coordinates) the person 
answering the survey considers to be a 
troublesome spot in the route they use 
when commuting to school.

121 troublesome_place
5_description

Text Both No Text describing the troublesome spot 
defined in previous question’s answer.

122 troublesome_place
5_type

Option from 
list

 Traffic crossing.
 Traffic light.
 Sidewalk.
 Traffic.
Other.

Both Yes, when the 
troublesome spot was 
defined in field nr 108

Type of the troublesome spot defined in 
field nr 120.

123 entrada_colegio_ac
era_ancha boolean,

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance to have wide 
sidewalks.

124 entrada_colegio_pa
san_coches 
boolean,

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance to be on a street with 
considerable traffic.

125 entrada_colegio_el
emento_separa 
boolean,

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance to be protected by 
some kind of barrier or similar structure.

126 entrada_colegio_co
ches_mal_aparc 
boolean,

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance to be on a street that 
usually has badly parked cars .

127 entrada_colegio_co
ches_respetan 

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance to be on a street with 



boolean, traffic that abides to traffic rules.

128 entrada_colegio_se
nal_trafico_colegio
boolean,

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance has a traffic “school 
nearby” sign close to it.

129 entrada_colegio_se
nal_trafico_velocid
ad boolean,

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance to be on a street with 
speed limited to 40km/h or less.

130 entrada_colegio_ba
ndas_rugosas 
boolean,

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance to be on a street with 
rough bands on the roadway.

131 entrada_colegio_po
licia_regula 
boolean,

Yes/no School 
personnel

Yes Whether the answering person considers 
the school entrance to be on a street with 
considerable traffic.

132 tramo_andando_col
egio_camina_acera

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person uses a 
sidewalk when commuting to the school 
on any part they traverse by walking. 

133 tramo_andando_col
egio_camina_acera
_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

134 tramo_andando_col
egio_espera_semaf
_verde

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person always 
waits for the green traffic light at 
crosswalks when commuting to the 
school on any part they traverse on foot. 

135 tramo_andando_col
egio_espera_semaf
_verde_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

136 tramo_andando_col
egio_espera_marqu
esina

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person waits for a
bus by a marquee when commuting to the
school on any part they traverse on foot. 

137 tramo_andando_col
egio_espera_marqu
esina_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

138 tramo_andando_col
egio_mira_ambos_l
ados

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person always 
checks for traffic from both sides before 
crossing any roadway when commuting 



to the school on any part they traverse on 
foot. 

139 tramo_andando_col
egio_mira_ambos_l
ados_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

140 tramo_andando_col
egio_cruza_pasos

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person crosses 
roadways via crosswalks whenever they 
can when commuting to the school on 
any part they traverse on foot. 

141 tramo_andando_col
egio_cruza_pasos_f
rec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

142 tramo_andando_col
egio_corre_entre_p
ers

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person ever runs 
among other people when commuting to 
the school on any part they traverse on 
foot. 

143 tramo_andando_col
egio_corre_entre_p
ers_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

144 tramo_andando_col
egio_cruza_cualq_
momento

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person crosses 
roadwalks without much care because of 
low traffic when commuting to the school
on any part they traverse on foot. 

145 tramo_andando_col
egio_cruza_cualq_
momento_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

146 tramo_andando_col
egio_espera_permi
so_polic

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person waits a 
police to give them permission to cross 
the roadway when commuting to the 
school on any part they traverse on foot. 

147 tramo_andando_col
egio_espera_permi
so_polic_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

148 tramo_andando_col
egio_camina_sin_a

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person walks 
through a road or avenue without 



cera sidewalks when commuting to the school 
on any part they traverse on foot. 

149 tramo_andando_col
egio_camina_sin_a
cera_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

150 tramo_andando_col
egio_acompana_ad
ulto

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person is 
accompanied by an adult up to the school 
entrance when commuting to the school 
on any part they traverse on foot. 

151 tramo_andando_col
egio_acompana_ad
ulto_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

152 nr_coches Integer Both Yes Number of cars the answering person’s 
close family has.

153 nr_bicis Integer Both Yes Number of bicycles the answering 
person’s close family has.

154 nr_ninos Integer Student Yes Number of underage people in the 
person’s close family.

155 nr_personas Integer Student Yes Number of people who live in the 
person’s household.

156 modo_transporte_p
referido

Option from 
list

Car
Bicycle
 Public bus
 School bus
Walking
Motorbike
 Subway / train
Other transport 
method

Both Yes Transport method the answering person 
would rather use when commuting to 
school.

157 modo_transporte_p
referido_other

Text Both Only when they chose 
“Other transport 
method” for previous 
field

Text describing the transport method used
the person would rather use when 
commuting to school. 

158 motivo_coche_mal
_tiempo

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  prefers to 
commute to the school by a private car 



whenever weather is bad. 

159 motivo_coche_mas
_comodo

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  prefers to 
commute to the school by a private car 
because they find it more convenient. 

160 motivo_coche_tard
ar_menos

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  prefers to 
commute to the school by a private car 
because it’s faster. 

161 motivo_coche_con
ductor_sigue

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  prefers to 
commute to the school by a private car 
because the driver has to go to another 
destination via a route that comes near the
school. 

162 motivo_coche_evit
ar_riesgos

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  prefers to 
commute to the school by a private car 
because it’s safer. 

163 motivo_coche_mat
erial_pesado

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  prefers to 
commute to the school by a private car 
because they have to carry a lot of 
weight. 

164 motivo_coche_muy
_lejos

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  prefers to 
commute to the school by a private car 
because of how far the school is. 

165 motivo_coche_othe
r

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  prefers to 
commute to the school by a private car 
because of a different reason. 

166 motivo_coche_othe
r_text

Text Both Only when they chose 
“Yes” in previous  
field

Text describing the reason that makes the 
answering person prefer to commute to 
the school by a private car. 

167 suele_coche_asient
o_copiloto

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person  travels in 
the copilot seat whenever they commute 
to the school by a private car. 

168 suele_coche_asient
o_copiloto_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

169 suele_coche_asient
o_trasero

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person  travels in 
a rear seat whenever they commute to the 



school by a private car. 

170 suele_coche_asient
o_trasero_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

171 suele_coche_cintur
on_seguridad

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person  travels 
with the seatbelt on whenever they 
commute to the school by a private car. 

172 suele_coche_cintur
on_seguridad_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

173 suele_coche_silla_r
etencion

Yes/no Student Yes Whether the answering person  travels in 
a child-safety chair whenever they 
commute to the school by a private car. 

174 suele_coche_silla_r
etencion_frec

Option from 
list

Always.
Most of the time.
 Sometimes.

Student No Frequency of the behaviour depicted by 
the previous field, when answering “Yes” 
to it.

175 visto_accidente Option from 
list

Yes, I’ve experience 
one.
Yes, I’ve witnessed 
one.
No, but I know there 
have been some.
No.

Student No Whether the answering person has ever 
witnessed a traffic accident when 
commuting to school.

176 telefono_movil_an
dando

Option from 
list

Never.
 Sometimes.
A lot, and specially 
for social networks.
A lot, and specially 
for listening to music.
A lot, and specially 
for playing games.

Student No Whether the answering person uses their 
smartphone when commuting to school 
on foot.

177 motivo_andando_c
ontaminar_menos

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 
consider to commute to the school on foot
in order to reduce pollution. 

178 motivo_andando_c Option from Much. Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 



ontaminar_menos_i
ntens

list Quite.
A little.

answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

179 motivo_andando_h
acer_ejercicio

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 
consider to commute to the school on foot
in order to work out. 

180 motivo_andando_h
acer_ejercicio_inte
ns

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

189 motivo_andando_ir
_solo

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 
consider to commute to the school on foot
because they prefer to be alone. 

190 motivo_andando_ir
_solo_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

191 motivo_andando_a
migos_vecinos

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 
consider to commute to the school on foot
so they can meet their neighbours or 
friends on the way. 

192 motivo_andando_a
migos_vecinos_int
ens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

193 motivo_andando_c
onocer_mejor

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 
consider to commute to the school on foot
in order to know their surroundings 
better. 

194 motivo_andando_c
onocer_mejor_inte
ns

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

195 motivo_andando_ll
egar_antes

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 
consider to commute to the school on foot
because it would be faster. 

196 motivo_andando_ll
egar_antes_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

197 motivo_andando_ll Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 



egar_despejado consider to commute to the school on foot
in order to clear their mind. 

198 motivo_andando_ll
egar_despejado_int
ens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

199 motivo_andando_
mayor

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 
consider to commute to the school on foot
because they feel they are old enough to 
go by themselves. 

200 motivo_andando_
mayor_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of the previous question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.

201 motivo_andando_o
ther

Yes/no Both Yes Whether the answering person  would 
consider to commute to the school on foot
because of a different reason. 

202 motivo_andando_o
ther_text

Text Both Only when they chose 
“Yes” in previous  
field

Text describing the reason could make the
answering person commute to the school 
on foot. 

203 motivo_andando_o
ther_intens

Option from 
list

Much.
Quite.
A little.

Both No Intensity of field nr 201 question’s 
answer, when answering “Yes” to it.


